CITY OF TORONTO

BY-LAW -2018

To amend City of Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 910, Parking Machines and Meters, to apply maximum parking periods to motorcycles in parking spaces designated for motorcycle parking.

The Council of the City of Toronto enacts:

Municipal Code Chapter 910, Parking Machines and Meters, is amended as follows:

1. By amending Subsection 910-6.3C by adding after the word "motorcycle" the phrase: "and the maximum parking periods set out in Schedule IV shall apply to a person parking a motorcycle in any parking space designated for motorcycle parking at the side and between the limits set out in Schedule IV at the end of this chapter between April 1 and October 31, inclusive, of each year."

2. By amending Section 910-9 by adding a new Subsection D.1 as follows:

D.1. Despite any other provision of the Municipal Code or any other City of Toronto By-law, the maximum parking period set out in Schedule IV to this chapter, where greater than 3 hours, shall supercede the general three-hour maximum parking period found in Chapter 950, Traffic and Parking, and any other by-laws for a person parking a motorcycle in any parking space designated for motorcycle parking at the side and between the limits set out in Schedule IV at the end of this chapter between April 1 and October 31, inclusive, of each year.

3. By amending Subsection 910-17.1C by adding after the word "motorcycle" the phrase: "and the maximum parking periods set out in Schedule IV shall apply to a person parking a motorcycle in any parking space designated for motorcycle parking at the side and between the limits set out in Schedule IV at the end of this chapter between April 1 and October 31, inclusive, of each year."

Enacted and passed on February , 2018.
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